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Abstract
The Indian B2B marketplace in IT sector is going
through a transformation. Both existing and new
players are experimenting with new Buying solutions
through internet as they lack a seamless flow of
information among customers, suppliers and their
employees. This research paper attempts to analyse
the effect of web mining on B2B marketing on the
basis of certain parameters of Web Positioning,
Product Availability, Layout of a web site and Ease in
Accessibility. Further, analysis regarding the
relationship between age, qualification, profession
and income group has been done. Thus, the main
purpose of the research work is to discuss the relation
of various variables related to web mining, and the
extent of their influence on the success of B2B
marketing of a product.
Keywords : Web Mining, B2B, B2B Marketing,
Internet, Internet Influence, B2B Procurement,
e-Procurement, IT sector

Introduction
India is one of the major booming economies of the
world and will continue so till centuries. This is of
great interest to the Fortune 1000 companies as
western economies are tapering off in growth rates
due to competitive forces in place.
With the explosive growth of information
sources available on the World Wide Web, it has
become increasingly necessary for users to utilize
automated tools in order to find the desired
information resources, and to track as well as analyze
their usage patterns. These factors give rise to the
necessity of creating server side and client side
intelligent systems that can effectively mine for
knowledge. Web mining, the discovery and analysis
of useful information from the World Wide Web,
describes the automatic search of information
resources available on-line, i.e. Web content mining,
and the discovery of user access patterns from Web
servers, i.e., Web usage mining.
Further, a person might see consumer market
much bigger than business-to-business market place.
In fact, B2B is much bigger than B2C markets.
Whether we talk about commercial markets, trade
industries, government organizations or institutions,
all are involved in B2B transactions, either directly or
indirectly. Some firms focus entirely on business

markets, while some sell both to consumer and
business markets. Satyam, TATA, IBM, Wipro,
Logitech, Epson, HP, Canon, LG, for example. The
Business-to-Business
markets
deal
with
organizational purchases of good & services to
support or facilitate production of other goods &
services, either to facilitate daily company operations
or for resale.
Web Usage Mining :
Web servers record and accumulate data about user
interactions whenever requests for resources are
received. Analyzing the web access logs of different
web sites can help understand the user behavior and
the web structure, thereby improving the design of
this colossal collection of resources. There are two
main tendencies in Web Usage Mining driven by the
applications of the discoveries: General Access
Pattern Tracking and Customized Usage Tracking.
The general access pattern tracking analyzes
the web logs to understand access patterns and trends.
These analyses can shed light on better structure and
grouping of resource providers. Applying data mining
techniques on access logs unveils interesting access
patterns that can be used to restructure sites in a more
efficient grouping, pinpoint effective advertising
locations, and target specific users for specific selling
ads.
While, customized usage tracking analyzes
individual trends. Its purpose is to customize web
sites to users. The information displayed, the depth of
the site structure and the format of the resources can
all be dynamically customized for each user over time
based on their access patterns.
While it is encouraging and exciting to see
the various potential applications of web log file
analysis, it is important to know that the success of
such applications depends on what and how much
valid and reliable knowledge one can discover from
the large raw log data. Some scripts custom-tailored
for some sites may store additional information.
However, for an effective web usage mining, an
important cleaning and data transformation step
before analysis may be needed.
Web Mining:
•

Traditional methods: Do the work for the
customer.
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Internet delivered: Gives tools to the customer
to do the work for him/herself (log: tracking,
troubleshooting, FAQ) with
o Improved
communication,
Automated
process and Speedier resolution of problems
Customer-focused:
o Make it easy for customers to do business
online ; Business processes redesigned from
customer’s point of view ; Design a
comprehensive, evolving EC architecture ;
Foster customer loyalty by Personalized
service, Streamline business processes and
Own customer’s total experience

Web Mining Functions:
• Provide search and comparison capabilities, free
products and services as well as specialized
information and services
• Allow customers to order customized products
and services
• Enable customers to track accounts or order
status
• Justifying customer service and CRM program’s
2 problems
o Most of the benefits are intangible;
o Substantial benefits reaped only from loyal
customers, after several years
• Metrics - standards to determine appropriate level
of customer support
o Response and download times; Up-to-date
site and availability of relevant content;
Security and privacy; On-time order
fulfilment

Research Methodology :
The research methodology is descriptive in nature,
since the research done here describes the influence of
various variables effecting web mining & marketing.
The primary data, in a descriptive type of
research is taken by conducting sample survey. These
are obtained by directly communicating with the
respondents in the form of questionnaires. The
secondary data has been obtained by doing extensive
study of internet, newspaper and magazines.
Data Collection Techniques :
The collection of data was done by distributing the
questionnaire among respondents , from different
fields to have a complete idea about the perception of
customers about various factors related to web mining
for example web layout, accessibility , easy methods
to pay , clustering of product on same site ,presence of
many sites for same product. A Questionnaire was
developed in which the different scaling techniques
like dichotomous scaling and Likert-type Scales were
used. In Likert-type Scale a number statements which
express either favourable or unfavourable attitude

towards the give variable to which the respondents are
asked to react. The respondents indicate their
agreement or disagreement with each statement.
A total of 525 questionnaires were filled,
where 75 were rejected and 450 questionnaires were
analysed, so constitutes the sample size (450) of
research. The sample was drawn from India. Through
responses from respondents involved in B2B markets
on various parameters, we have arrived at the findings
and conclusion of the research.

Objective of the Study :
Main Objectives :To study the effect of web mining
on B2B marketing on the basis of following
parameters:
a). Web Positioning;
b). Availability of Product.;
c). Lay out of a web site.;
d). Ease in Accessibility.
Sub objective: To study the significant difference due
to age and qualification over the preference of e-based
business transactions.
Further, to study the significant difference
due profession and income group over the preference
of e-based business transactions.
Thus the main purpose of the research work
is to find the relation of various variable related to
web mining, and the extent of their influence on the
success of B2B marketing of a product.
Limitations of Web Mining :
o

Too much data is available so it is very difficult
for customers and firms to extract the required
data.; Not suitable for every customer or
product ,there are variety products that customers
prefer to buy through traditional methods.; Who
are the actual sellers of these product is not
apparent for customers. ; Skewed toward highly
educated males with high disposable income;
Sometimes there is mistrust that the data may be
unreliable, biased.; More knowledge is needed.

Data Interpretation and Analysis :
Which age group you belong to?

9, 8%

15, 13%

<18 yr
35, 30%

25, 22%

18-29 yr
30-45 yr
45-55 yr
>55 yr

31, 27%

Figure1.
The Figure 1, concludes that around 30% respondents
belong to age group 18-29 year, 27% of respondents
belong to 30-45 years of age, 22% of respondents
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belong to 45-55 years of age, 13% respondents are
above 55 years of age and only 8% respondents are
under 18 years of age.

You use internet frequently for business transaction
35

31
28

30
25

Which Profession are you in?

20
15

26

19
11

10
15, 13%

5
Self Employed

43, 37%

Service
Student

0
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Home Maker
38, 33%
9, 8%

Figure5.

Professionals

10, 9%

Figure2.
The figure2, shows that most of the respondents are
either self employed(13%), in service(33%) or
professionals(37%), while only 17% respondents are
either home maker(8%) or student(9%).

The figure5, shows the use of internet for Business
Transactions, wherein 54% respondents agree to use
internet frequently, while 31% neither agree nor
disagree and around 30% shows negative behaviour
for the same.

Do you prefer traditional method of business transaction over ebanking?
What are your Qualifications?
17

Strongly Agree

32

Agree
13, 11%

13, 11%

21, 18%

Post Graduate
Graduate Technical
40, 36%

34

Neither Agree nor Disagree

Doctorate

Graduate (Non-Technical)

23

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

9

Under Graduate

28, 24%

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Figure6.
Figure3.
The Figure3, concludes that most of the respondents
are well educated. Respondents include 11%
doctorates, 36% Post Graduates, 24% Technical
Graduates, 18% Non-Technical Graduates and only
11% Under Graduates.

Before purchasing do you like to have a physical feel of the
product?

Which income group you belong to?

13, 11%

50

11, 10%
24, 21%

29, 25%

The Figure 6, concludes that around 32% respondents
want to do e-banking transactions, while around 48%
respondents prefer traditional methods for business
transactions and 34% are neutral in case of business
transactions.

2-3 Lac
3-4 Lac
4-5 Lac

35

30

26

20

5-8 Lac

10

>8 Lac

0

38, 33%

44

40

8
2
Strongly Disagree Neither
Disagree
Agree nor
Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Figure4.

Figure7.

The figure4, shows that many of the respondents have
good income class. Around 10% constitutes 2-3 Lac
annual income, 21% earn 3-4 Lac, 33% have 4-5 Lac
annual income, 25% earn 5-8 Lac annual income and
11% have more than 8 lac income annually.

The figure7, shows that before purchasing most of the
people(79%) like to have physical feel of the product,
while only a few people disagree to the statement.
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are not disturbed due to their knowledge of blocking
the pop up ads.

You are attracted by the web layout of the website?

2, 2%

15, 13%

15, 13%

Strongly Disagree

You like to have related products on the same site?

Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree

Strongly Agree

30

Agree

31, 27%
52, 45%

Agree

Strongly Agree

53
24

Neither Agree nor Disagree
7

Disagree

Figure8.
The Figure 8, concludes that most of the people (58%)
are attracted towards the web layout of websites,
while only a few(15%) disagree for the same.
You find traditional method of transactions more secured?

6, 5%

8, 7%

Strongly Disagree

26, 23%

31, 27%

1

Strongly Disagree
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Figure12.
The Figure 12, concludes that around 83%
respondents want to have related products on the same
site for easy comparision and getting the best
available deal, while only a few (8%) don’t want to go
with the statement.
You like to browse different sites for the same product?

Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree

46

50

Agree
40

Strongly Agree

44, 38%

30
30

25

20
10

Figure9.

8

Strongly
Disagree

The figure9, shows that in today’s digital age many
people (38%)are confused regarding the security of
Business transactions over the internet. While only a
few accept (34%) e-transactions more secure and 28%
respondents find traditional transactions more secure.
You find commodities on net easily accessible?
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

6

0
Disagree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Figure13.
The figure13, shows that 38% people would like to
browse different sites for the same product, while
31% people do not want to browse different sites and
46% are neutral for the statement.

46

31

Conclusion :

23
13
2
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither Agree nor
Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Figure10.
The Figure 10, concludes that around 69%
respondents do not find commodities on net easy
accessible, while only 15% respondents find the
commodities easily accessible.
You are disturbed by the pop up ads on net?

31, 27%

10, 9%
15, 13%

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree nor Disagree

20, 17%

Agree
Strongly Agree

39, 34%

Figure11.
The figure11, shows that most of the people (61%) are
disturbed by pop up ads on net, while only 17%
behave neutral to the statement and only 22% people

In recent years, the growth of IT Industry in B2B
markets is all set to give a breakthrough in Indian
economy. With relatively competitive budgets and
high profit margins, the situation calls for smart and
strategic internet optimization, which can help a
business to create and enhance the organizational
buying.
According to the research, majority (54%,
Figure5.) of the respondents use internet frequently
for business transactions and around (32%, Figure6.)
respondents prefer e-banking over traditional banking
transactions, while around 34% are neutral in case of
business transactions.
Further, most of the people (79%, Figure7.) like
to have physical feel of the product. While, many of
the people (58%) are attracted towards the web layout
of websites and only a few(15%) disagree for the
same.
The Figure9, shows that in today’s digital age
many people (38%)are confused regarding the
security of Business transactions over the internet.
While only a few accept (34%) e-transactions more
secure.
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Further, the Figure10, concludes that around
69% respondents do not find commodities on net easy
accessible, while only 15% respondents find the
commodities easily accessible, which shows that
many people are not aware of the web usage to a
greater extent.
The figure11, shows that most of the people
(61%) are disturbed by pop up ads on net, so pop ups
should be avoided by the website developers, if
possible. Moreover, only 22% people are not
disturbed due to their knowledge of blocking the pop
up ads.
Further, figure 12, concludes that around 83%
respondents want to have related products on the same
site for easy comparison and getting the best available
deal, while only a few (8%) don’t want to go with the
statement.
The Figure13, shows that 38% people would like to
browse different sites for the same product, while
31% people do not want to browse different sites. So,
website developers should try to concentrate the
related product information for easy search by the
related target markets.
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ANNEXURE: 1
QUESTIONNAIRE
Q1
Do You Browse internet Regularly?
a) YES
b) NO
Q2

You use internet for
a) Entertainment b) Knowledge Purpose c) Business

d) Official use

e ) Others

The following questions are on lickert scale. Questions Having ranking between 1 to 5
1
2
3
4
5
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor Disagree Agree
Strongly Agree
Please Tick the option you think is most suitable to you.
Q3

You use internet frequently for business transaction?
1
2
3
4

5

Q4

Do you prefer traditional method of business transaction over e-banking?
1
2
3
4
5

Q5

Before purchasing do you like to have a physical feel of the product ?
1
2
3
4
5

Q6

You are attracted by the web layout of the website?
1
2
3
4

5

You find traditional method of transactions more secured?
1
2
3
4

5

Q7
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Q8

Q9

Q10

Q11

Q12

Q13

Q14

Q15
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You find commodities on net easily accessible?
1
2
3
4

5

You are disturbed by the pop up adds on net ?
1
2
3
4

5

You like to have related products on the same site?
1
2
3
4

5

You like to browse different sites for the same product?
1
2
3
4

5

Which age group you belong to ?
1
2
3
Under 18
18yr - 29yr

4
30yr - 45 yr

5
45yr & 55

What are your Qualifications?
1
2
3
4
5
Under Graduate Graduate (Technical) Graduate(Non-Technical)
Doctorate
Which Profession are you in ?
1
2
3
Self Employed
Service

4
Student

Which income group you belong to?
1
2
3
4
Below 18yr
18 – 29 yr
30 – 45 yr

5
Home Maker

55 or Above

Post Graduate

Professionals

5
45 – 55 yr

Above 55yr

Thank you for your response.
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